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1. Are le and zhe interchangeable in stative readings?

(1) men kai le

door open ASP

‘The door has opened.’

(2) men xianzai kai le, dan wo bu zhidao shi shenme shihou kai de

door now open ASP but I not know be what time open PRT

‘The door is open now, but I don’t know when it opened.’

(3) men kai le wu fenzhong le

Door open ASP five minutes PRT

‘The door has been open for 5 minutes.’

• Le is an aspectual marker that has been widely discussed in literature

• A change of state (CoS) reading of le: 

• However, le can also give rise to a stative reading in (1), which has been 

neglected in previous studies:

• In (2), the combination of le and the predicate denotes a state rather than a CoS

event

• Le can also be followed by an atelic temporal modifier marking the duration of a state:

• Just like (2), (3) has a stative reading, as it does not entail that the door opened 

at exactly the beginning of the asserted 5 minutes:

(4) men kai le wu fenzhong le,

door open ASP five minutes PRT

dan wo bu zhidao shi shenme shihou kai de

but I not know be what time open PRT

‘The door has been open for 5 minutes, but I don’t know when it opened.’

• The stative reading seems to be close to a reading yielded by the 

durative aspectual marker zhe in Chinese. It is true that zhe can replace 

le in (2) without much semantic difference:

(5) men xianzai kai zhe, dan wo bu zhidao

door now open ASP but I not know

shi shenme shihou kai de

be what time open PRT

‘The door is open now, but I don’t know when it opened.’

• However, interestingly, zhe and le are not interchangeable in (4), as zhe is 

incompatible with post-verbal temporal modifiers:

(6) *men kai zhe wu fenzhong le

door open ASP five minutes PRT

Intended meaning: ‘The door has been open for 5 minutes.’

• The question I will be addressing is whether there are any differences in these

stative readings.

2. The presence/absence of CoS presuppositions

• Three different structures in section 1:

X-le

X-zhe

X-le + temporal modifier

• It seems that a key difference found within the three structures is whether there 

is a CoS presupposition.

• Evidence for the presence/absence of CoS presuppositions:

i) Denial of CoS

(7) a. #men kai le, qishi ta conglai mei guan guo

door open ASP in fact it ever not close ASP

‘The door is open now. In fact, it has never closed.’

b. men kai zhe, qishi ta conglai mei guan guo

door open ASP in fact it ever not close ASP

‘The door is open now. In fact, it has never closed.’

c. men kai le san tian le, qishi ta conglai mei guan guo

door open ASP three day PRT in fact it ever not close ASP

‘The door has been open for three days. In fact, it has never closed.’

ii) Huo ‘alive’

(8) a. John huo le

John alive ASP

‘John became alive/John is alive now.’

(Implication: John used to be dead)

b. John hai huo zhe

John still alive ASP

‘John is still alive.’

c. John huo le sanshi nian,

John alive ASP thirty year

‘John has been alive for thirty years.’ = ‘John is thirty years old.’

iii) The locative inversion structure

The presence/absence of CoS presuppositions has been discussed with regard to

the locative inversion structure.

Hu (1995) and Djamouri & Paul (2011): in a locative structure, although le and zhe

are always interchangeable, le entails a previous CoS while zhe does not:

(9) shushao shang gua *le/zhe yipian yezi

tree.top on hang PAR one-CL leaf

‘A leaf is hanging over the top of the tree.’

(9) does not involve any previous ‘hanging events’.

Context: there used to be ten shops but eight of them closed down

Only zhe is compatible, since a CoS presupposition is irrelevant here:

(10) gouwu zhongxin limian kai zhe/#le liangjia dian

shopping centre inside open ASP two-CL shop

‘There are two open/opened shops in the shopping centre.’

iv) The yizhi ‘the whole time’ test

(11) a. *men yizhi kai le

door the whole time open ASP

‘The door has been opened the whole time.’

b. men yizhi kai zhe

door the whole time open ASP

‘The door has been open the whole time.’

c. men yizhi kai le san tian

door the whole time open ASP three days

‘The door has been open the whole time for three days.’

• Therefore:

X-le CoS presupposition

X-zhe No CoS presupposition

X-le + temporal modifier      No CoS presupposition

3. Two types of states

• Koontz-Garboden (2005): result states and property concept states

(12) #The glass is broken, but it never broke.

(13) The dirt is red, but nobody reddened it.

• Result states are derived verbs that denote a CoS, while property concept states

are morphologically basic.

• The pattern is also found in Chinese:

Only 8a) has a reading that John used to be dead, i.e. CoS presupposition.

(14) men kai le san tian le, qishi ta conglai mei guan guo

Door open ASP three day PRT in fact it ever not close ASP

‘The door has been open for three days. In fact, it has never been closed.’

(15) #fangzi hui le shi nian le, qishi ta conglai bu shi wanhaode

house destroy ASP ten years PAR in fact it ever not be intact

‘#The house has been destroyed for ten years. In fact it has never been intact.’

Adj  CoS Verb: kai ‘open’ (Tham 2010)

CoS Verb: hui ‘destroy’ (Is there a deverbal adj?)

• Interestingly, hui ‘destroy’ can never combine with zhe:

(16) *fangzi hui zhe

house destroy ASP

Intended meaning: ‘The house is in a destroyed state.’

• Since ‘X-zhe’ has no CoS presupposition, we may assume that hui ‘destroy’ has

an obligatory CoS presupposition

• Prediction: predicates such as hui ‘destroy’ cannot past the yizhi test

(17) fangzi (*yizhi) hui le shi nian

house the whole time destroy ASP ten years

• The prediction is borne out

4. The difference between zhe and le

• So far zhe is incompatible in two cases:

(19) *fangzi hui zhe

house destroy ASP

Intended meaning: ‘The door is in a destroyed state.’

(18) *men kai zhe wu fenzhong le

door open ASP five minutes PRT

Intended meaning: ‘The door has been open for 5 minutes.’

• Any similarities between (18) and (19)?  -- Both are bounded

• Time spans & CoS presuppositions

Assumption: in a stative reading, zhe requires for a complete 

boundless situation, while le requires for a bounded situation.
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